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GROUP AUTONOMY - DRAFT RESOLUTION 

1~ The question of group autonomy essentiaily involves policy~ 

2. A main strengt h a nd distinguishing characteristic of the CFB is its 
attitude tb po~.0y its detexmination to put ideology before oreanisation 
and its wholehearteQ opposition to 'instant policy' i.e. policy agreed with 
E ttle investieation and lack of thoroughgoing discussion of concrete 
c~rc~mstances policy having a purely organisational basis. 

3,. r:'he negative tendency of the CFB approach is the excuse it provides for 
1.; berali SD. ~ This negative tendency is an aspect of our federal structure, but. 
;_ t is a qu estion of political attitude at the federation leve.l of organisation . 

4~ Tho problems posed in our past work are becaning more pressing as we move 
more and mor e from problems of internal foDm to questions of content, reflecting 
to grea t er and greater levels the externa-r-objective political situation. 
Obviously such problems can be resolved to only a limited extent by f onmal and 
organistaiopal steps. 

5. A political answer calls for all canrades grasp the essential poll tical 
characteristics of the fede:ra tion orga.Di.sa tion. In Inrticular the struggle 
between liberalism and democratic centralism must be understood. This is a key 
aspect of the fed era tiona• changing nature as it increasingly seeks and has 
to resolve the contradictions between ideology and organisation. This is the 
essenc e of advance to the party stage. _It is an objective process. 

j 

6. With this understanding as a basis Federation policy must be decided on the 
basis of the full est possible imvesti~tion within the political and organ
nisational limits of the federation at any given time. once decided by simp1e 
majority of the Fede~ti on Committee, · policy must be binding actively on on all 
groups. There can tc no rie;ht of disclaiming , and such a step should not t)e 
compatible with c ontinued Federation membership. 

7. Obedience to majority-agreed decisions has two aspects. It is a reflect;}, on 
of the level of discussion ail•l conviction, and is also a test of party-bt-<.L.d1ng 
intent. · ----

8. The liberal and incorrect use .of abstention in v oting must be f ou gh t 2.()c • .i.nst , 
This cannot be done Gi:w lGJlC by pious abstract statements, but must t ake pl •'. C t~ 
in each and every concrete circumstance. It must be shown t o r efl ect lazi~ess 
and l a ck of preparation and considern.tion o.t:. the Ja,rt of c c"'!'lr aC:..es inv nlver1" 

9. This statement should be discussed and adopted by t h e FGC.8rn.L.o::- Committee 
and circulatel~. and thoroughly expl~lined 'i;o the entire Federation" 

Sean Me Conville, 
18th. September 1971. 

The positions o.ii' a ll Federation croups hav e teen, or will be 
circulated . At p~esent the Glasgow comrades are the only 
cr oup other than ourselves t o have preJar ed and issu•::d a 
stc.temento 

-' olm :Burbi dge ( Se,_ ,. ; 

il.ll p2.m:9hlets and material rela tin.; .:0 c;r onp au tonomy can be: 
1:0lT·)W2 ~l froo ne cr '!joucht fro New .Gra. 



I COVENTRY WORKERS ASSOCIATION 

STATEMENT on Group Autonomy and the Federation. · 

If the present discussion taking place in the Federation is to prove 
fruitful, we consider it necessary to judge our progress against the declared 
aims and prerequisites for the formation of a party adopted at the founding 
of the Federation in September 1969. 

Clause 3 of the J.C~C· Statement on the "Question of party building" 
states :-

"Such an organisation of groups must strive to attain a level 
where the following conditions for the formation of a party 
are achieved" : 

a) A politically advanced cadre force, with a good group of the ideology 
of Marxism-Leninism gained from a co~bination of theory and practice. 

b) A full analysis of the National and International political situation 
including the historical experience of the British Anti-revisionist 
Movement to date. 

c) A draft programme that would need to be fully discussed to ensure that 
it was fully understood by all the constituent parts of the organisation 
and would stand the test of time ; furthermore in the production of 
such a draft programme it would be. necessary for a nuober of publications, 
statemen~s etc. to .be brought out. 

d) To have carried out as an organisation practical work upon which 
concrete evaluation could be made and practical conclusions drawn. . .. 

e) To have proceeded in accordance with democratic centralism utilising 
fully the methods of criticism and self-criticism. 

The document of Comrade Sean McConville published in September 1971, 
from which the pr.esent discussion stems, at no time uses as a yardstick, or 
even mentions the aios outlined above. Similarly it ignores the remainder 
of the J.c.c. statement on .Party building which has as its central theme the 
achieving of the Leninist position of ideological un~ty, political unity, 
organisational unity and tactical unity, as the fundamental tasks necessary 
for the forcation of a M-L Party. Recognition of the importance of these 
tasks is in essence the difference between the C.F.B. and the "instant centre" 
approach that bas been prevalent in the international Co~st Movement in 
recent years. In the introduction to the "Documents of the C.F.B. (M-L)" 
we say &-

"Eleoentary analysis clearly indicates that no strategy exists yet 
for socialist revolution in Britain. Without this strategy 
a "Party" is only a naoe and no such organisation can claim to be 
the vanguard of the working class. Strategy involves direction 
and makes possible correct tactics. A "vanguard" without 
direction is a tragic nonsense". 

Also, towards the end of the same section we state .:-

"It is not possible for Mar:xist-Leninists to divide their work, 
achievements and oistakes into "organisational" and "political" 
categories. The essence of our approach is the inter-relation 
of the two ; politics must co~and organisation but there can 
be no revolutionary politics 'ri thout organisation" • 

Clause 5 of Comrade McConville's document states & 

n;;;::.This is a key oapect of the Federation's changing 
nature as it increasingly seeks and has to resolve the 
contradictions between ideology and organisation. This is 
the essence of the advance to the party stage. It is an 
objective p:rocess". 

This f~rnulation used by Coorade McConville is very similar to the 
one above quoted frou the "Docuoents", apart frol!l when discussing ideology 
and organisation, he has substituted the word "contradictions", where the 
Document used the tem "interrelation". Perhaps this change in teminology 

continued over ••••• 
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explains how Comrade McConville can then propose his Clause 6 without any 
exaoination or evidence of progress of the C.F.B. in its laid down tasks for 
Party building. The Clause 6 centioned states : 

'~ith this understanding as a basis Federation policy nust be 
decided on the fullest possible investigation within the 
Political and organisational limits of the Federation at any given 
time. Once decided by simple majority of the Federation 
Committee, policy oust be binding actively on all groups. 
There can be no right of disclaining and such a step should not 
be compatable with further Federation membership "• 

(writer's emphasis). 

Where is the "fullest possible investigation11 on the fundanental 
question of ending group autonomy as outlined in the remainder of the Clause? 

Clause 9 concludes the document by the first proposed implenentation 
of Clause 6. It states : 

"This statement should be discussed and adopted by the 
Federation Comoittee and thoroughly explained to the entire 
Federation "• 

(writer's eophasis) 

Brief though the history of the C.F.B. is, the document of Comrade 
McConville departs from the whole tradition of the anti-revisionist forces 
who have come together in the Federation on the basis of the Documents of the 
C.F .B. (M-L) • 

In its contribution to the discussion the West of England states 

"Surely sufficient developnent has occurred for there to be a 
real basis of trust between our constituent groups regarding 
seriousness and political commitment. This is our position, 
we are definitely prepared to submit to majority lines ••••• " 

The sentiments expressed by the West of England are very laudable but 
unfortunately do not provide the very essence of Marxist support, i.e. concrete 
objective evidence. 

The C.W.A. consider that the contribution from the Glasgow Group is a 
serious contribution to the discussion, but in the last analysis fails 
because it seems to allow the unsubstantiated premise raised by Comrade 
McConville to dictate their conclusions. Hence the latter part of the 
statement appears to adopt a mechanical "tine table" approach to the 
resolving of basic political questions. The Glasgow proposals allow for 
discussion and agreement by the whole of the Federation and only those subjects 
agreed at an S.G.M. to be binding on the Groups. This, of course, is in 
contrast to Comrade McConville's approach (see Clauses 6 and 9 of his 
document) but even then it is an acceptance of the basic premise raised and 
attempts to resolve it without relating to the accepted achievements necessary 
as outlined at the beginning of this docunent. 

The C.W.A. consider that the acceptance of the already quoted 
conditions for the formation of a party is an acceptance that such a party 
can only work towards Socialism if it is based upon political reality and not 
upon the subjective wishes of individuals or groups. All Comrades are aware 
of the results over recent years of the heartfelt desires of Conrades being 
allowed to doninate over political acunen derived from an objective political 
assessment of the situation. The C.F.B., both in its method of:work and in 
its type of organisation, developed out of the struggles with those 
opportunists (albeit well meaning) and out of the experiences of Co~ades in 
many parts of the country who had the task of building the organisation that 
now exists out of the remnants left by these well meaning "instant party" 
people. Also in creating the C.F.D. we recognised the qualitative difference 
between anti-revisionisn and Marxisn-Leninisn. Rejection of the "British 
Road to Socialism", of "Peaceful Coexistence as the nain plank" of Kruschev's 
"State of the whole People", is necessary but is not the sa:ne thing as 
achieving the five points outlined in the Statenent on Party building. 
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Though the responsibility for evaluating our progress towards these 
five goals is rightly that Of the Comrades who have raised the question of 
ending Group Autonomy, we feel it may be of some use if we attempted a brief 
examination of our work against the background of our avowed aims. 

As a Federation, as distinct from the individual groups who cay well 
exist even if the C.F.B. did not, we have very little experience. The most 
noteworthy achievements are the regular publications of Struggle and now of 
the M.L.Q. (at the time of writing two issues of !-l.L.Q. have appeared - at the 
time of the original proposals to end Group Autonomy, no M.L.Q. had appeared). 
Hardly any participation by the Federation has taken place on National 
CUQpaigns or demonstrations. One National leaflet has been produced. 
It could hardly be claimed that more than the most embryonic type of work has 
been attempted on a draft programme. No analysis has emerged on the National 
or International situation. Neither has one yet appeared on the historical 
experience of the British Anti-revisionist lo1ovement to date.. The distance 
we are removed from the necessary "politically advanced cadre force" can best 
be illustrated by our refusal to allow even individual Comrades the right to 
criticise policies of the C.P.C. and Chinese Peoples Republic in the 
publications of the Federation. Surely no aspiring MjL Party could allow 
such a blind restriction on its work for nearly 12 months. We know of no 
Comrade in the Federation who is "happy" about all Chinese policies whether it 
be Pakistan, Ceylon, Yugoslavia, the buying of Concorde, of Boeing 707 1 s, 
the disappearance of Lin Piao or the Mixon visit. '\ole feel that a "politically 
advanced cadre force, with a good grasp of the ideology of Marxism-Leninism •••• " 
could not tolerate a situation whereby no matter what our analysis would bring, 
we would at the outset of the examination be precluded from any conclusions 
that might be critical of the C.P.C. ! An analysis of that sort must either 
be one conducted by non Marxist-Leninists or by Comrades so immature and 
lacking in confidence in their own abilities, that for them to contemplate 
such a fundamental step towards a centralist party as outlined in Clause 6 of 
Comrade McConville's document, is ludicrous ! 

The C.W.A. puts forward the following proposals for consideration by 
the Federation as a conscious attempt to move tow~rds the aims accepted at the 
founding of the C.F.B. 

1) Maximuc concentration on the work of the M.L. Q. Active encouragement 
for "collective'·' articles to appear from Comrades who are not necessarily 
members of the same group. •ln acceptance by the editorial board of M.L.Q. 
that the journal will encourage open and frank political polemic. 
Personal abuse to be discouraged. 

"If there were no contradictions in the party and no ideological 
struggles to resolve them, the party's life would come to an end". 
(Mao). 

2) Greater emphasis on bilateral meetings of groups to follow up points 
raised either in M.L.Q. or internal Federation documents. Also to 
encourage individuals to attend group meetings other than their own. 
A commdtment on C.F.D. Committee members to attend as many meetings 
of Groups other than their own as possible. 

3) An acceptance of more central discipline and direction on educational 
policy. \Vhere possible study and discussion to continue until the 
rudiments of an agreed line has been reached throughout the Federation. 

We must attempt to overcome the "limbo" situation we have reached on 
"Social Democracy", Foreign Policy of a Socialist Country", "Ireland", 
"Stalin" etc. 

4) Wherever the C.F.D. CoOL~ittee wishes groups to discuss particular 
issues or to take a particular study course, it should attempt to 
produce the written reasons of why it collectively considers it 
necessary. 

5} A periodic examination by the Conmittee of the Federation's progress 
towards the five aims and at least an annual secretarial report to the 
whole Federation evaluating the progress. 

6} Groups to disclaim • This to be achieved 

• 
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7) Frequent issuing of Federation leafletso If tine allows and the 
impact ot topicality is not lost, the contentsto be as widely 
discussed as possible, e.~. Racisi:J , Cornon Market, Rent Act etc. 

8) At least twice a year a Nationally advertised public meeting 
and rally of the Federation. Probably held in London. 

The above political tasks are within the present organisational 
ability of the Federation. The achieving of those tasks would create 
political conditions that would require structural changes to enable us to 
move forward to the creation of a M.L. Party capable of leading and ut the 
same time genuinely reflecting a revolutionary rnovecent capable of 
overthrowing capitalism and establishing Workers' Power. 

COVENTRY \'lOIU{ERS ASSOCIATION 

October, 1972. 



Note: 

PO ...... ITICAL UlHTY AND GROUP AUTNOMY 

An impression has been created amengst the greups and single 
members of the CFB, paiticularly th~se newer members that the 
Glasgow Group has changed its positi?n in relation to Group 
Autonomy, programme and ~•me ether vital pr•blems facing the 
FederatiO'n today. The fellowing decument, eriginally circulated 
in June 1972 and in a slightly amended ferm in July of the same 
year shows that our present pesition~ . are the co~tinuation of ~he 
lines stated in this dbcul)lent. The ·li10.ument, raJ.sed for the fJ.rst 
time the questi~n of unity roun• a programme, 'Policy statement' 
and a 'Programme for Immediate Tasks' etc. 

GLASGOW GROUP, Fe •• '74 

Cde. Sean McConville's resolution to ent the right to disclaim any CFB 
decision was desired to give vent to a supposedly qualitative 
change in the CFB. In this document, we intend to examine whether 
the political developments since the adoption of the "Origins & 
Perspectives" in '59, publication of the 'Struggle' later in ~he 
same year and adoption of the constituions in '7I have actual~y 
brou6 ht about the necessary change, and if not, how wa propose to 
tackle the problem~ 

The degree of centralism is a measure of political unity and 
therefore higher levels of the fotmer dan only be acheived through 
acheiving higher levels of the latter. ~uring several debates in 
the CFB on vital issues the component groups have often fovnd 
themselves widely seperatet from one another. The organisational 
unity based on 'anti-revisioni*ml has beeh thrown to the test of 
time several times as the. Marxist-Leninist movement has passed 
from thestage of opposition to revisionism to that ofthe prepar
ation for revolutionary theory ant construction of a strategy for 
the building of a revolutionary party in this country. This was 
evident during the discussions on General Elections in '70 and on 
Pakistan in '7I. The debates on Ireland have shown that the groups 
and individuals are often on opposite poles. 

vihat are the factors responsible for this presentH~!:!!E!::=:E:E:.!~!:~ 
level of unity? In our opinion these are: 

A) THE GhOUPS ARE COLLECTIVELY NOT 'AWARE OF THE EXACT LEVEL OF THEIR 
PRESENT UNITY, AND THERE IS NO SYSTE!JilATIC METHOD OF ATTAINING 
HiuHER LEVELS. 

No discussion has ever taken place to estimate the level of our 
present political unity since the adoption of the O&P. Yet we had 
an opportunity to do so in the first SMG, in Cde Sam Mauger's 
secretarial report. We must state to the working class and the 
?vJarxist-Leninist movement where we stand in relation to any radic
al change in the national and international political situation. 
We must frankly state our differences and inadequacies and make an 
appraisal of the agreed as well as the conflicting issues. With 
such a document, complimentary to the O&P, our disunity will see 
a perspective without which the present unity would appear unjustly 
opportunistic. It is only the initial level of unity in the ideol
obical and political sphere that will determine the tasks ahead 
and which are to be carried out in a systematic manner. 

Experiences have adequately proved that the only organisation in 
Britain which is anywhere near to a stategy for building a revol-

utionary party is the CFB. Yet it cannot be denied that spontaneity 
rather than a designed strategy is still the prime motive fmrc0 
in the CFB's efforts of party-building, This spontaneity is to be 
replaced by a plannad programme. We reject the idea that th~ :Fed
eration cannot have a programme and with the adoption of such w~ 
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complete the tasks of forming the party. By programme we mean "a 
set of tasks to be accomplished during a particular stage of the 
movement and the party-buildi~g, on the basis of an understanding 
of the current domestic and international political situation". 
The completion of a set of tasks will give rise to another set of 
tasks for the next higher stage . 

f 

At the moment the main issue that divides the OF~ from the rest 
of the Marxist -Leninist movement in this country is the strategy 
of party-building. But as the question of preparation for revol
utionary theory & strategy comes to the forefront, it is likely 
that there will be re-orientation of the ~arxist-Leninist forces 
along political lines. There will then be a pressing need for a 
programme since it is only a programme that can be the basis of 
political unity. 

"to define the border-line between party and anti -party, 
there is tha party programme, the party's resolutions on tactics 
and its rules ••.• " 
(Lenin-Party organisation and Party literature,I905) 
The underlying principle in the above statement is applicable to 
the pre sent M) -L movement as well . (see suggestion 'a'). 

B) AN EhRONEOUS METHOD OF hESOLVING POLITICAL ISSUES HAS PhEVENTED 
THE GROWTh OF OUR UNITY. 

7 

Political lines cannot be deduced through exchange of academic 
documents. The documents must be based on an inve$tigation of the 
existing knowledge of the problem through practice and developing 
the knowledge through further practice . Where do correct lines 
come from?. · 

"They come from social practice, and from it alone .••.• in their 
social practice men engage in various kinds of strugble and gain 
rich experience, both from their successes and from their failures 11

• 

(Iv1ao). 

The initial investigation must produce a "working line" (interim 
line) subjedt to further investigations. The initial investigation 
will ~eject 'instant lines', the working lines will rejer.t academic 
exercises. The working line can only be based on the common denom
inator amongst the groups. To give an example: The CFB has a policy 
on trade unions. None disagrees with it. Further inv~st~gations (by 
Coventry/Liverpool)may re~ult in disagreements or to a better und
erstanding of the exi~ting line. But without this present line it 
would have been impossible to intervene in the present industrial 
struggles _ .. and to write almost half of the articles in 1 Strug.;le'. 
Without this line it would have been impossible to issue the first 
and so far the only leaflet, commonly produced by the groups-the 
l eaflet on the Industrial helations Bill. 

To 0 iVe a negative exampl~: The Irish situation has been an extrem
ely crucial issue for more than two years . The CFB has not even 
attempted to intervene in the struggle in any form and in fact darn-

aged its credibility by publishing conflicting articles on such a 
burnines issue. !V; any of the articles have been academia and not base 
don the principle 'No investigation, no right to speak'. Only 
Glasgow and Coventry(to the best of our knowledge)have attempted 
to take part in the struggles with 'working lines'. On our own 
behalf, we are continually testing our line in praotioe. 

We have tried to demarcate between 'instant lines' and 'working 
lines'. We emphasize that an investigation must precede any policy 
and this can be done through the monthly CFB committee meetings. To 
do this the Federation committee is to be elevated to the level of 
a political executive committee. It must hold meetings to discuss 
exclusive ly political a nd ideological issues at regurar intervals 
a nd if possiblcl t h is should be don e in conjuneti ov with the journal 

c omm i t t ee . (Se~ sugge stion 'b') 
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· C) A MECHANICAL CONCEPT THAT PARTY-BUILDING CAN GO ON INDEPENDENTLY 
OF THE DEVELOP!v:ENT o:B' THE hEV\EtLUTIONARY Th.MJRY AND SOCIALIST 
STRATELiY· 

The construction of a strategy for party-building goes hand in hand 
with that for the socialist revolution. To be more precise, it is 
impossible to build the former without a t the same time building 
the latter. The converse is academic exercise, since party is the 
tool fo~ the r evolution. According to the present concept in the 
CFB, the development of revolutionary theory and socialist strateg 
y can wait and we can continue the preparation for revolutionary 
party. This is the non-dialectical opposite of the non-nialectical 
reo theory which maintains that party-bui l ding must wait until 
revolutionary theory has been developed in the British 1huseum lib
rary. Mo r e dangerously, the CFB is c6nten t with the fact t hat no
body else in Britain has got the socialist strategy(See Sam Mauger 
's speech in London forum). 

As we embark on developing the theory and strategy we will inevit
ably find ourselves in conflicting positioris, Under such dircumst~ 
ances the consciousness brought from immedi~te struggles wi ll help 

us to link the present and the future. It is only this link that can 
really bind us today, provided we begin the d eve l opment of theory and 
anrl strategy from i mmediate practice. 

(See suggestionici). 
Wi th the publication of an agi tatliwnal- educational paper the :B'ed
eration started a new stage, a qualitatively new course of develop
ment. Further progress in the process was hindered due to l ack of 
a theoretical journal. With the publication of the MLQ

1 

we have sta:r'ted another .stage, providing a concrete scope for 
systematic theoretical development. The launching of the MLQ 1 now 
coupled with the Strug~le must mark th erefore the beginning of the 
end of group autonomy. After theadopti on of our proposed po licy 
document and programme on immediate tasks there will be no case 
for group autonomy in its present form. 

SO WE SUGGl!;ST THE li'OL.LOiiVINLT: 

a) The secretary will produ~e a draft on the present nation a l and 
international political situation and project the question of party 
-building in that background(the basis of the speech at the London 
Unive-rsity forum should be an -important component of this document)~ 
The documebt will be finalised in the next SMG. This will be the 
major policy document of the CFB, on the agreed issues, and compli
mentary to the O~P. It wi ll set out the agreed and the controver
sial points on the conflicting issues. This policy document wi l l 
guide the wo rk of the C:B,B in the fields of agreement and adopt a . 
programme for these fields: trade union, tenants, students, racism, 
General Elections, Ire l and, Vietnam and important national libe rat
ion struggles in the British colonies/nee-colonies. The field$ 
mentioned here but lacking an agreed line are to be settled at or 
before the ne xt SMG. There will be no right to disclaim in these 
issues after the SMG 

b) i.Planned General Mee tings wi ll be undertaken to settle the confli
cting issues, each meeting producing a common line by a 2/3 major
ity with no ri ghts to dmnplain. In the case of afailure to obtain 
such a majority, a tt emp ts will be made to adopt a line based on 
Maximum agreement (working line).If this is politically impossible, 
~:,roups will be a llowe d to pursue their own line s until another 
General Meeting. 
ii. All urgent political issues(e.g.military brutality in E. Bengal, 
inte rnment in Irela nd, torture in Sudan etc.)will be settled in the 
CFB committee by a simple majority.The secretary and the chairman 
wil ~- have the right to issue statements under the name of the CFB, 
in thP- Struggle and elsewhere even before a committee meeting but 



c) 

it will be desir)3-ble that attempts wil ... be made to contact the 
committee members. 
iii. The CFB committee·will hold two-day meetings every second or 
third month, one day being devoted exclusively to discuss political 
and ideological issues. 
iv. All matters of organisation will be settled by a simple major
ity in the CFB committee meetings. 

The journal committee will be directed to plan and prepare docume
nts on the following; 

i. Origins of revisionism-bocial Imperialism. 
i i. "British Road to Socialism". 
iii. Trotskyism. 

2. iv. British Imperialism today. 
v. British state. ·. 
vi. Class-structure · in Britain. 
vii. Social Democnacy in Britain. 
viii. Common Market. 

Glasgow Group . 
July, I972. 
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Statement of the London Group on Group Autonomy 

We must start by saying that the London Group would be prepared to 
accept certain steps towards greater centralism along the lines proposed 
in the Chairman's original resolution 9 but we also recognise that this 
may not be the feeling in every other group of the Federation. 

Federalism is the expression of the stage we are in at present and 
any move towards centralism does not mean that federalism is at an end, 
although every correct action taken in ending the autonomy of the groups 
also moves us a step nearer the party stage and a step away from the pre
vious stage of loose connexions between the grou~s. 

One of the main problems at present is the relationship of the 
Federation Committee to the groups. At the SGM the Federation Committee 
was given powers to take decisions by a two-thirds majority, and it was 
agreed that the delegates would fight for the decisions of the Federation 
Committee back in their groups. However it became by and large accepted 
that this power to take decisions applied only to administration of inter
nal Federation affairs, and essentially the Federation was left with no 
method of deciding policy (in the sense of publicly-proclaimed policy 
concerning political events outside the C.F.B.). In additioh the con
tinued right of disclaimer by groups robs the Federation Committee of any 
real power or leadership since it can only prove harmful to take policy 
decisions, and then to find a group disclaiming them subsequently. 
Similarly the freedom of the groups to refuse to implement decisions 
relating to internal affairs reduces the power and usefulness of the 
Federation Committee (for example consider the implementation of the 
decisions about studying Group Autonomy and Ireland). 

One of the most important tasks facing the CFB therefore is to 
convince all groups of the necessity of putting the needs of the Fed
eration as a whole before those of the individual group. We do not feel 
that the Yeovil document takes this point into account: whereas we 
should not shirk from "struggle and acute controversy" we must recognise 
that our aim is also to make sure that non-antagonistic contradictions 
do not become antagonistic ones. It would be easy to push through a 
line with majority agreement that would in all probability split the 
Federation and this we are sure nobody would wish to do. We believe 
that all member groups wish to develop the Federation and build towards 
a party, and therefore we feel that the disagreement about abolishing the 
right to disclaim, which is the m3.in difference arising out of the 
Chairman's resolution, is based more on what stage it would be correct 
rather than if it would be correct 9 to abolish it. 

We do not think there can be any major differences within the 
Federation on the first five points of the resolution - the main differences 
being over points 6 and 8. 

On the question of abstention, which is the lesser of the two stumb
ling blocks, we do not think it can be settled simply by m~~ing it compul
sory to vote. Again this concerns the attitude of the local groups fun
damentally: if a group has not itself discussed a problem thoroughly this 
can lead to its representative abstaining on the Federation Committee. 
Although it must be stated that there are times even with our present 
organisational set-up where abstention has been taken as the easy way out, 
in the end it is political conviction rather than enforcing rules that will 
be decisive in overcoming this weakness. 

Proposal about formulating policy 
Our views on the correct way to formulate policy at this stage are 

as follows. From time to time policy on a specific subject should be 
studied and discussed in the groups and in the light of these discussions 
the Federation Committee should then draft a policy document which should 
be circulated to the groups and open to amendment. Finally the draft 
policy proposals should be presented by the Committee to a General Meeting 
which would have the power to make it Federation policy by a two-thirds 
ma,iority. 

On subjects where all groups agree to it, the Federation Committee 
itself should have the power to decide Federation policy by a two-thirds 
majority. continued over 
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Concerning implementation of Federation policy by the individual 
groups, we believe that there are three possibilities: A) that the 
groups continue to have the right to disclaim Federation policy (and 
of course also not im:P'-ement it). B) that they would have the right 
not to implement it but would not be permitted to oppose it in 
public. c) that they should carry it out actively (and of course 
also support it publicly)~ 

While no one in the London group favours A. (the continuation of 
the right to disclaim), opinion is divided between the other two 
possibilities. · A narrow majority favours C (the obligation to carry 
out policy actively·), on the grounds that only this way will it be 
possible to test policy in practice and in the light of that practice 
reasess it in due course and eradicate its faults. The minority 
favours B, the principle that groups would not be allowed to oppose 
Federation policy publicly. 

London 17th October 1972 



GR'mP A UTONCJ.1Y 
~· ·- ·-· --·---. DRAPI' POSITION OF THE C.FoB. (WEST OF ENGI,AJID) 

The O"'F~Bo's approach to pLrty building distinguishes us from all other 

Marxist organisations with national pretentions., 

"If there is to be :roevolu tion, there must be a r evolutj on.'1.ry IUrty" '1 (Mao, 
Quotations ;:Jac;e ·1) o 

We assert i n ' O:r-ig:.ns and Perspectives' that leadership and organi EJation can 

only develop " f ro;n t he practical experience of constructing policy a nd 

applying the mass line." By saying this we correctly stress the connection 

bet\7een p:t>epara tion for a party, and party buildings- this is t h e dia.lectical 

approa ch t o the qu estion. Any other approach can only amount t o mere 

posturing. 

Our approach lays emphasis on methods of work - we insist this mea ns an 

ideological grasp of developments - enabling us to nove ahead " 'l gree."!le.nt :Jn 

the nned for a party is quite distinct from applying our ·t.heoretica. l a nd 

practical knowledge to resolving .the problen. We have moved so f e.. c in this 

process. however to insist at this stage. for the right of e:roups t o :Lrmue 

discla ir::.ers, t o place group interests above the complex preparo t i on a:1d. 

struggl e for a party~ is in our opinion a negation of all our recent worko 

The resolution a s it stands correctly raises our organisation to a higher 

level, it should not be seen in isolation- as a bolt out of the blue - but as 

a hi[;her s ta§;e l n the process the CoF .B. undertook, of preparing the folinda t

ions for the P<..'. r ty o We de t ect. an attitude that oreanisa tion is Repo.r.:t t e from 

politics, orgaY'iSC~.ti on ie in fact the means by which political deci3ions 

are first of a ll fomuJa ted 7 and implenented. The resolution points t o the · 

dangers of liberalism, which tends to characterise the pre- party stage 

historically., Surely sufficient develop;1ent has occured for there t o be a real 

basis of trust between our constituent groups regarding seriousness and 

political comDitment. This is our position, we are definetly peepared to 

subnit to na.j ori ty lines, as we wero during the debate on the last general 

election. We are equally convinced as to the federations ability and its 

Sf:v eloping methoss of handling problems, for us to agree with the sir.1ple 

:mn.j or.l. ty procedure throu@wut the organisation. In our conditions 2/3 or 

other va riations would most likely continue certain liberal n1ethods we have 

in av oiding decitions. The Liverpool comrades amendments seen to advo cate 

a continuation of things as they are; "Policy will normally be arrived at 

by continuous deba te until unanimity is reached. A 2/3 majority vvill be required 

when a vote is t ak en., in exceptional circumstances." mule the original 

resolution in cla.use t wo stresses our very existence is on the basis of a 

detennination "to put ideoloeY before organisation" and our " wholehearted 

opposition to 'instant policy' i.e. polic~ atTeed with little investioation 

and lack of thorod~ngoing discussion of concrete circumstances - policy having 

a purely organisational basis." It is nonsense to imagine that the C.F.B 

can deveop without strugcle and often acute controversy, necessarily policies 

and tactics must be decided by concrete analysis and discussion, however it 

will prove impossible if we are to maintain what we consider to ~.::t.libera.l 

n. tU tude of wishing to please ~eryone within our organiSe. tion, before 



taking the inia tive outside. As Mao points out "()pposi tion and strue;ela between 

ide2.s of different kinds consta.ntly occur within the Party; this is n. reflection 

wi trJ.n the :ie,:;:>ty cf ·-.• _~,.:-.'-'?.d: ~tions tetween classes and. b•3tween:· th-3 new and the 

old L~ S 'JC:...cd.y. If there ;7ere no ccnt.rn.dictions in -~he Part;y"., _ a1;cl no ideological 

StrL1{)·71CS to resolve theJ~, the B?.rty' S life would come to an 'end1 c~u -.ta tlons 

260)o 'i::::.o v'LJectj_vG Ijvlitical sitw.ti (•n is clevelopinc clc1.ily, .;·;r c~'i:~n dilat ory 

a-tt1.-~u 1~, ·.o :!'·l-lt~Olvinc problems is beconinc pc.liticaJlymore an.' mer;; expensive . 
'" .~ • I 

·.lhil c w.:; reco-~ni.se this to be princ~pally an idcoloc;ical questic·~;- ·· t,h.: at titude 
-

of iJ1e indi v .i.<i:u .. 1.l and the croup to the centJ.al ·~ask - t~1e crea U CJ'l c:l' a conuine 

Gc;mmmust R;rty. 11G consider providing we strencthen ideo-l oGY, an(. c;;ntinue t o 

empt.D.sise the iiJ:portance of corre.ct methods of work, it is possibl& for 

cont·r.2.dictions , oEton sharp, to be handled within the framewo~k of the O.F,B. 

while either a miT.tl.IT!UlT. c..::,--reed policy is practiced, or -here a fairly ·1etailed 
< 

line has been f or.nulc•.te-:. The essential auestion here ::..s i:vhetlw::" t~1a 1.;1dividual, 
... 

the .~"':roup, or increasingly:, tbe minority \7ithin the C.F_ ::3 _ as c. w1.1al~=;: is 

suf.ficiimtly ·aove1ol)Gd ideolot,"ically for it t.o sutffilt to the 11k:'i.j.)rit.y 1 i.ne 

U112.c~rsto.ndinc··th£~t the or tnnisation can be richt or _:·· .n::; n a pc::nticul:\T 

l8sue, or.lnd,?(Jd severa .... ,, ~-f the m6l>jority a:r;e v·rrone that i s i:-:::por-l;o.n+.~ But 

what -'.s ~ven mo:re importan·~ is t he co~struction and development of -: he P'c1rty. 
' -

Parti eular policies can and VJill be c or:::ected providine the organisation 

cont.:inues to base itself on dialect~_cal materialism and is imrolved in all 

leve~. s ·)f-si1rut;c l e,o Failure · to a:pprecia te the · overicline im~ortance c :!: this 

task, of j_'freparinc the foundations, of bu.LLdine the Partyy is the (".ivldi."lG' line 

tetween l'Jo,r:xis·m-Lenini.sm o.nd as Lenln sayse::r'. the int el ectml 8-narchistso 

To sum up~ we support the resoluti on as it stands, understandin{.': tho:: und.er·Q 
lyinc :;?roblem is that of the ideolocical (;,eve-l opment of the entire feden:.tion. 

-.-le consi der t :·.e · resoluticm should be ae--:reGd at the general C .,]' .. B. meetinc 

in Septemter. It .i.::J our opinion tha.t . althoue:h there are variations in our 

incli.vdual n.nd e-roup levels ideolo;:.,..i .::a.lly, in our circumsto.nces, these 

pro:r; .:r;."d ore;anisatio~·,n.l ctevelopnent3 are the means ty VThich this situation can 

best be rectifiedu 

C.F.B. (West of Encla.nd). 

For stQdy list see attached sheet. 
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obvious.1y, specific texts are not e6 sy to fin?-o there a :r·e :p:i.e("eo 

which comment on many of the issues involvedcthe following aro 

r.0 t necessarily :tn ,...,I'der of importance: 

J.e:~:.;.n- 1 what i P to be done'? chapter IV, section l'-'local and all 

:russ:.an work~ I II OR I2 pages). and chapter V-' the plnn for anJall 

ru.s ::·J_a;l poJ it~. cnl newspaper' • 

th0 ·.1gh quoiil.ng two ohapters,i feel that comrades ought to be 

acq:~ninted \'lith as much of the article as possible. 

leninlone step forward,two steps bnck1 ,s~ctions~ 

the new isks4opportunism in questions of organization' 

R/ something about dinlectics,etc. 

lenin: 'quotntions,»revolutionary proletarian party of a new typo' 

hostory of the c.p.seu.(b) 1951 ent edition chapter II (38 :p!"lges} 

sections of chapter VI, 1 from roorx to mno tsetung' -george thom;2 Jn , 

~ ' k)~v; ~ ~~Kd\-~,~.,.(r~~~')~,. rfv\L r ~ i. 
this topic 2nd decision represents not only an importune 

policy occosion,if utilized properly it c~n be a real op-po::r.-tu:d ty 

for us to educate ourselves and clarify i ssu.es concornin5 c~ t:.:r · 

organizationofllthough less that a month remainsii hope that nil ~ 

g ::--T~.t.p s will have held at least two political discussions on the 

~opi c before tho cnreal meeting.the resolution itself :nnd 

l ~Jrigins and perspec:ti ~res8 should of course pave been re'1d by 

e·veryone n ttending., 

n~an m' com.r:l.:LJ ? 



Statement on the Discussion on Group Autonomy by 
the Secretary of the Federation Committee. 

In the light of the debate that has taken place so far in the 
Federation I would like to make certain comments and suggestions in 
addition to those made in the statement of the London Group, in the 
preparation of which I took part and with which I am in agreement. 

When discussing group a-u.tonomy and its relationship to constructing 
the policy programme that is the priority for the CFB, it is important to 
distinguish clearly two types of policy making. 

Firstly the general approach of the CFB, which is and should continue 
to be to approach political issues separately and deal with them one by 
one. By this I mean that, for example, on the issue of "Ireland" we 
should in a planned way conclude our present study programme and then 
proceed towards deciding our policy in the way proposed in the London 
group statement on Group Autonomy. Where agreement on such a two-thirds 
basis cannot be ob t ained the CFB Committee should define the areas of 
difference and set in being a new procedure to hammer out which line is 
correct. ~lliere such two-thirds agreement is obtained but still indiv
iduals or groups are not convinced then the agreed policy should be 
our public position, but debate should continue within the CFB. This 
of course includes using M.L.Q., with the proviso previously decided by 
the M.L.Q.Committee of adding a rider on behalf of the CFB agreed policy. 
(I would also say here, again taking the example of Ireland, that those 
groups who claim to have a policy on this subject have a duty to explain 
what it is and ghow what analysis led them to their conclusion.) 

The second type of policy making is the approach which Coventry 
appear to be attacking, exemplified by Glasgow in their proposals a) 
and b) on page 3 of their document. This in essence supports the rapid 
creati0n of policy on a whole ranRe of issues simultaneously. I, like 
the London group, would unreservedly oppose such an approach. Nor is 
it right to baso a correct approach on "trust" of other groups. As for 
the sentiments expressed by Yeovil, although they are important they 
cannot be the basis for deciding policy. 

I agree with Coventry that "concrete objective evidence" must be the 
basis for building our policies on the main issues facing the CFB. 
Nevertheless it must be pointed out that Coventry say nothing about the 
conditions under which they would be bound by a policy decided by the 
CFB. 

Conclusions 

1. The only way to build the components of a socialist strategy for 
the CFB is the proposal that is underlined in the London group statement 
on Group Autonomy. This must be applied vigorously and must dominate 
the CFB's work in the next period. In the Chairman's Draft Resolution, 
points 1 - 5 and point 7 lay the correct app~ach. Only by applying 
this approach will we move towards the accomplshment of the tasks set in 
"Origins and Perspectives". The main point of difference with the 
Chairman's proposals is that I, like the London group, believe it is 
General Meetings that should finally decide policy, not the Federation 
Committee. 

2. In general we should accept proposals 1,2,3,4,5,7,&8 of the Coventry 
document and urge their implementation. But if that was all that was 
agreed we would still be left in the foreseeable future in the "limbo 
situation"to which Coventry refer. Coventry make .DQ proposals for 
deciding and carrying out policy on contentious issues. Their proposals 
on their own, would only add to the "limbo" issues, not resolve any of 
them nor allow the policies to be tested in practice. (It is not clear 
what are the implications of Coventry's point 3, second sentence. Does 
this mean that when it is not "possible" to continue discussion a majority 
line should be agreed ·:· What then about the minority'?) 

3. The Glasgow definition of "working lines 11 in section B) p.2 is valuable, 
and I also agree on the need to test such lines in practice as it is nec
essary for the rest of the CFB to know what such lines represent and how 
they were arrived at. I do not believe we are at a stage where anything 
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remotely approaching proposal a) could be considered. Nor do I believe 
that urgency can be the criteria for deciding policy as outlined in their 
section b (ii), anymore than the urgency of the need for a party allows 
for its creation. 

On the other hand I support their proposal b.(i) as being very 
similar to that of the London group, as well as proposals b.(iii) and 
b.(iv). Proposal c) is vital but it should be seen at this stage as 
one of commissioning articles from individuals as a stage towards the 
necessary discussion and polemic which will involve the CFB as a whole 
in the formulation of policy on each of these issues. 

As all groups (except Liverpool) have circulated statements on this 
subject I propose we should now hold a General Meeting on this matter in 
December. I suggest it should be entitled "On deciding and testing policy". 

24th October 72. 


